2009 infiniti g37 coupe interior

Sport-focused, intelligently designed and attractively priced, the Infiniti G37 is an excellent
choice for an entry-level luxury sport sedan, coupe or convertible. Unification is a wonderful
thing. In terms of Infiniti's G37, it applies not only to the union of coupe, sedan and convertible
models but also to the line's harmonious blending of performance and luxury. Last year's coupe
became the first to wear the G37 badge, owing to its larger and more powerful 3. Now, with the
sedan also gaining the larger engine and a convertible joining the stable, the lineup is unified
under the G37 banner. Thanks to the ideal weight distribution provided by Nissan's
second-generation FM platform, not to mention that brawny V6 power plant, the Infiniti G37 has
performance entrenched in its bloodlines. But the G37 is about far more than just going fast -- it
also boasts an attractive cabin, a plethora of high-tech features and a suspension that's supple
enough for the daily commute. The G37 is further enhanced this year by a new seven-speed
automatic transmission, which promises slightly better fuel economy and acceleration than last
year's five-speed. In a nod to modern trends, the new G37 convertible has a retractable hardtop
that flips, folds and stows beneath the trunk lid in less than 30 seconds. Infiniti prides itself on
having to add just a quarter-inch to the overall length of the G37 coupe in order to create the
convertible. Several convertible-specific features are offered, including standard pop-up roll
bars and the Bose Open Air sound system with headrest-mounted speakers. Increased
structural bracing reduces body shimmies to just an occasional subtle waggle in the lower
cabin when traversing pavement buckles, but the convertible ends up weighing about pounds
more than the coupe. Infiniti's G series was already one of our favorites, and its standing rises
even higher considering its improvements for As usual, however, there are a plethora of great
choices in the entry-level luxury segment. BMW's 3 Series, which has also been updated for ,
remains the gold standard in this class, though the G37 handily outperforms the i for about the
same price. But the G37 is definitely deserving of your consideration. Its unification of
performance, comfort and style is a wonderful thing indeed. The Infiniti G37 is an entry-level
luxury sport coupe, sedan or retractable-hardtop convertible offered in four trim levels -- base,
Journey, G37x and Sport 6MT -- except for the convertible, which is offered only in base or
Sport 6MT trim. The Journey trim level adds automatic headlights, dual-zone climate control, a
six-CD changer and added passenger-seat power adjustments. Stepping up to the G37x
all-wheel-drive model adds heated front seats and outside mirrors. The Sport 6MT trim level
brings added performance features and the six-speed manual transmission. It comes standard
with inch wheels with high-performance tires inch wheels on the coupe , sportier exterior and
interior treatments, a limited-slip rear differential, upgraded brakes, a sport-tuned suspension
and seats with added thigh and torso support. There are no options available for the base G
Options for the Journey, G37x and Sport 6MT trim levels are numerous but are available largely
in a confusing range of packages. The Premium package includes a moonroof, a power
tilt-and-telescoping steering wheel, driver memory settings, Bluetooth, an upgraded Bose audio
system of which the convertible gets a purpose-built version with headrest-mounted speakers ,
iPod connectivity and -- for the convertible only -- cooled seats. The Navigation package can be
added to the Premium package and includes a hard-drive-based touchscreen navigation system
with real-time traffic, voice-activated controls, a 9GB music server and a rearview camera. The
Technology package, which is only available with the previous packages, includes adaptive
cruise control and adaptive headlights. Additional options that are available with various trim
levels and packages include four-wheel active steering, a rear spoiler and interior wood trim.
Powering all Infiniti G37s is a potent 3. Base, Journey and G37x models come standard with a
seven-speed automatic transmission featuring manual paddle-shift control and rev-matched
downshifts. The Sport 6MT comes with an exclusive six-speed manual transmission. G37s are
rear-wheel drive except for the new G37x, which is all-wheel drive. In testing, an automatic G37
Journey sedan sprinted to 60 mph in a remarkably swift 5. The entire Infiniti G37 line comes
standard with stability control, traction control, front-seat side airbags, full-length side curtain
airbags and active head restraints for the front seats. Added safety equipment is included with
the optional Technology package, which includes adaptive headlights and pre-crash seatbelts
that use the cruise control sensors to detect an impending impact and then automatically
pre-tension. Convertibles have standard pop-up roll bars. In government crash testing, the G37
sedan was awarded a perfect five stars for frontal impact protection for the driver, as well as for
side impact protection for all occupants. Frontal impact protection for the front passenger
earned it four stars. The Insurance Institute for Highway Safety hasn't reported on the G37, but
last year's G35 sedan scores should still apply. That car received a top score of "Good" for
protection of occupants in both frontal offset and side-impact crashes. The Infiniti G37's big V6
serves up thrilling acceleration, but we're not fans of the coarse noises it makes at higher
engine speeds. We can't complain about the G's handling, however. This well-sorted Infiniti
attacks curves with aggression and precision, yet it remains poised and compliant when driven

over less-than-perfect pavement. Think of it as a world-class athlete in evening wear. Steering
feel is commendable, particularly with the quicker of the two available ratios standard on
coupes and convertibles, optional on sedans. This sporty setup provides excellent feedback
and a pleasant weightiness that builds progressively when cornering. The same cannot be said
for the optional four-wheel active steering, though, which feels artificially light at the helm. This
year's new seven-speed automatic transmission is mostly praiseworthy. Quick gearchanges are
at your fingertips via the steering-wheel-mounted paddle shifters, and downshifts are executed
with precise throttle blips to match revs. In testing, however, we've noticed that upshifts, even
when in Drive, aren't as smooth as they should be for this class of car. Even so, this year's
automatic makes a strong case for itself versus the optional six-speed manual, which has a
pleasing bolt-action feel through the gates but is hampered by abrupt clutch engagement. The
G37 offers user-friendly controls, excellent build quality and a handsome design -- the latter
highlighted by such items as the car's leather-accented magnesium transmission paddle
shifters and the Japanese "Washi-paper finish" aluminum trim or optional wood trim. The front
seats are comfortable and well-bolstered, and the available sport-styled seats offer even more
aggressive bolstering, though they may be a bit too snug for larger drivers. The optional Bose
audio system is excellent, and the convertible's headrest-mounted speakers make it even
better. The G37 sedan offers ample space for rear passengers, with the exception of the narrow
center seat, which is mounted rather high, severely compromising headroom and comfort. As
expected, the coupe's and convertible's backseats are significantly more cramped than those of
the sedan. The coupe's trunk measures a modest 7. The sedan's larger trunk accommodates 14
cubic feet of cargo and also includes a center pass-through for longer items. The convertible's
trunk will accommodate two golf bags with the top up, but carrying capacity shrinks to about 2
cubic feet think tissue box and not much more with the top down. When Infiniti introduced its G
sedan in , it was clear which luxury automaker the premium brand was targeting. The G35's
free-revving six-cylinder engine, rear-wheel-drive platform and responsive handling had
traditional Bavarian buyers stopping by their local Infiniti dealer to test-drive the upstart sport
sedan. Infiniti quickly added all-wheel drive and a sleek coupe to the G's pedigree, extending its
mimic of and assault on BMW's 3 Series, but drop-top fans never got a G convertible, even
during last year's introduction of the all-new G That all changes when the Infiniti G37
Convertible arrives to stake yet another claim on 3 Series territory. In a nod to modern trends,
the G37 convertible has a retractable hardtop that flips, folds and stows beneath the trunk lid in
less than 30 seconds. Infiniti prides itself on having to add just a quarter-inch to the overall
length of the G37 coupe in order to create the convertible, and compared to the 3 Series
convertible's 4-inch growth over its coupe brother, the G37's near-identical size is impressive.
But the thing about folding metal roofs isâ€¦they're still metal, and metal weighs more than
canvas. So while the G37's exterior dimensions are nearly identical to the coupe, its curb weight
swells by pounds the retractable hardtop Bimmer gains a still-portly pounds. It's not easy to
hide pounds, but the Infiniti engineers did a remarkable job of managing the added weight. A
Sport package -- including inch wheels, performance tires, a sport-tuned suspension and more
powerful brakes -- gives the G37 convertible unexpected responsiveness and confidence for a
2-ton machine 4, pounds. And even the base model riding on standard inch wheels manages its
weight in a controlled manner, avoiding excessive wallow or undulation under all but the most
aggressive driving circumstances. Several convertible-specific features are offered on the
Infiniti G37, including standard pop-up roll bars, an optional adaptive climate control system
and the Bose Open Air sound system with headrest-mounted speakers. An available mesh wind
blocker keeps air buffeting to a minimum at freeway-plus speeds, while increased structural
bracing reduces body shimmies to just an occasional subtle waggle in the lower cabin when
traversing pavement buckles. Performance purists will see the convertible's increased weight
as a non-negotiable compromise, and in terms of sheer capability they're right. But with 3
Series drop-top sales reaching almost 50 percent of 3 Series coupe sales, it's obvious a market
exists for these open cars, even with the unavoidable weight gain and performance hit. Infiniti
clearly needed a G37 convertible if it wanted to keep chipping away at the 3. Now it's got one.
Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides
consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions
about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of used car you're
interested in and then select a prew-owned vehicle from our massive database to find cheap
used cars for sale near you. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll
probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true,
provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the
car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a
month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three

years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. For Sale Review Features Save.
View Photos. Appraise this car. Coupe's cramped rear seats, convertible's diminished
performance, complicated and expensive options structure, engine gets a bit raucous at high
rpm. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Find savings on the G37 for
sale near you. See Pricing. Sign up for price drop alerts. Be the first to know when prices drop
near Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. The Infiniti G37 lineup now includes a sedan
and a retractable-hardtop convertible -- both powered by the 3. Also new for the G37 is
all-wheel-drive availability, a seven-speed automatic transmission and self-healing clearcoat
paint. Read more. Write a review See all reviews. Hottest coupe for the money. I just purchased
this G37x coupe for my wife. She previously owned a G35x sedan, but had always wanted the
coupe but they did not make it in an all wheel drive version. This car is quick, sporty, luxurious,
handles like a dream and has all the toys you could want. It definitely stands out in a crowd with
its looks and keeps you pampered on the inside. We ordered it fully loaded with the tech pkg,
nav pkg, prem pkg, spoiler, wood trim, factory impact sensor alarm and the illuminated kick
plates. I am 6'2" and have no problem driving or riding in this coupe. Read less. Bought my 09
G37x coupe used with 31K mi, very sporty, engine is ferocious, the power doesn't drop off until
you hit non-legal speeds. Doesn't have the razor sharp handling of my 06 G35 Coupe, but it's
very close and has a smoother, more compliant ride that soaks up bumps very well. Interior with
Bose, navigation, and rear view camera is great! I love this car! For two people who like to throw
a car around on country roads this is "the" car. It's a joy to drive hard, but very comfortable if
you take it easy. My only problem is my wife keeps taking it. For the money, and then some, the
G37 was a hot coupe. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip.
Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who
viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to the G Sign Up. Pros: What do you like
about your Infiniti G37 Coupe? The design, the acceleration, handling, everything it is a great
sports car. It has lived up to all my expectations, it performs excellent, it looks great and it is
affordable. I am very satisfied!! Great engine performance. Cons: How would you improve your
Infiniti G37 Coupe? Exterior needs to go back to the drawing board. Whatever happened to the
clean lines? Interior needs more luxurious appointments. It is as close to driving a Porsche as it
could ever get. Very nice job, Infiniti! Now just work on the exterior design and interior
appointments. Fast, responsive and sexy. My pick for best in class. Handling is excellent, power
is more than adequate and torque is exceptional in gears Lots of power and good looks.
Another horses. Runs like a scalded dog. Narrowed it down between this and the bmw 3 series.
Looks in and out and engine. Gas mile
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age. Is the perfec combination between sport and luxury. I'm not stressen on trading in my G35
and getting a G Redesign the exterior to look more like a sports car that it is. Log in 6. G37
Coupe Infiniti. Infiniti Video. Write your review! Free Car Price Quote! Shoppers of the Infiniti
G37 Coupe also consider:. Rate this review:. Another horses Infiniti G37 Coupe Review: Has
been fun to drive and I get lots of compliments about the exterior design and wheels. Review
your Infiniti G37 Coupe. Yes No Name: Email: We do not share this email address with anyone,
and we never spam. Published reviews will be distributed to Twitter , Facebook , Google , Yahoo
and other web sites. Search for Consumer Reviews. Search by Vehicle Type:. Sports Car Luxury
Car Green. Other Resources. Review Car Dealers: Share your experiences at your local dealer,
and help them improve! Find your dealer by your zip code, and review your local car dealer.
Merchandise Store. Do you own the Infiniti G37 Coupe? Yes No.

